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CLIMBING IN SCOTLAND.
J. H. B. BELL, D.Sc. (Editor of the S.M.C. Journal)
. The references in brackets in this Section, e.g., (J.22, 367) are
to number and page of the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal.]
I. INTRODUCTION.

When you consider that Scotland is a fairly large country,
that by far the greater part of Scotland consists of moor, loch
and mountain, and that the late Sir Hugh Munro tabulated
all the separate Scottish mountains and all their, tops (over
3,000 feet in height) and that these numbered up to 276 and
543 respectively, then it will be obvious that a short article
can do little more than make guiding suggestions as to where
the English mountaineer should best spend his limited holiday
period, so as to get the most value out of it, in accordance with
his own preferences as to type of expedition. In matters of
detail he will still have to refer to the guide books and to
use these in association with either the lin. O.S. maps or the
^in. maps, which, for most purposes, may be sufficient.
The English mountaineer may wish to bag the peaks, enjoy
wide and distant views and see the glens, rivers and lochs.
There are many different types of scenery. As before, the
Scottish Mountaineering Club's series of guide books will provide all the necessary details, when once the district has been
selected. But, indeed, there may be too much detail from
which to choose. Some years ago I was faced with the problem
myself when I was asked to write a very condensed Scottish
section for a beautifully illustrated book published by Messrs.
Batsford, -viz., "British Hills and Mountains." I cannot-do
better than refer the readers of this article to the Scottish
section of that book, which has recently (October 1944) been
issued as a second edition at 10/6 net. There I have tried to
give an idea of the nature of each region and of the most
interesting mountains worth" ascending in each district. As
to the S.M.C. " Guides," it is rather unfortunate that war sales
have practically put them out of print for the time being,
although they will gradually reappear in expanded new editions
in the course of the next year or so. The originals are still
available in libraries. The ^in. maps are, most of them, now
available. For paths across the hills there used to be a concise
and useful little book, " The Hill Paths of Scotland," by
Mr. W. A. Smith; and there are also one or two excellent
articles in the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal as follows:
(J.22, 327) A. E. Robertson, " Old Tracks and Coffin Roads and
Cross Country Tracks in the North West Highlands." (J.20,
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159) J. A. Parker, " Old Tracks Through The Western Highlands." Mr. Parker has dealt with the district further north in
a similar, concise article in the 1945 number (J.23, 211). The
S.M.C. " Guide " to the " Southern Highlands " is now being
compiled for the first time.
All these are very useful in planning a holiday once the
general intentions have been fixed.
In this place it will be sufficient to give some general advice
about dates, weather, and the most repaying mountains to visit
which are reasonably close to the main railway routes, particularly those near the routes to that Mecca of English mountaineers, the Isle of Skye. Most of the mountains are on the
western side of the main watershed and partake of an Atlantic
climate and a high average rainfall. The driest months of the
year are from April to June, though September is often very
good. In July and August one takes one's chance. In the earlier
months there are two further advantages. Visibility is usually
better and the snows of winter still adorn many of the high
peaks, thus adding colour contrast and charm to the scenery.
The colours are more intense and pure and it is usually better
weather for photography. One other advantage, especially to
campers, is that midges (the Scottish Highlands boast of a very
small and malicious type, though not dangerous) and clegs (or
horseflies) are far less prevalent than later on. Of course this
depends on the type of weather and the absence or otherwise
of wind. Midges are usually not so bad in eastern regions
such as the Cairngorms.
Finally, it must be remembered that most of the Scottish
Highlands are under grouse or deer, and there is well-founded
objection to casual hill-climbers during the shooting season
(August and September). This does not apply to many areas,
however. Grouse shooting starts in August, deer stalking nearly
a month later. Some areas, such as Glencoe and Buachaille
Etive, and now the Kintail area above Loch Duich, have been
acquired by the Scottish National Trust, so will remain all the
year round open to walkers. There is never any restriction on
Ben Nevis nor yet on the Cuillins in Skye. One just has to
find out locally what the position is. The proprietors of grouse
moors and deer forests are fairly reasonable people and should
be fairly treated as such. The hill walker often gets the benefit
of well-made stalkers' paths on the hills; the shooting tenant
has paid for the upkeep of these and for local taxation, and is
entitled to the enjoyment of his sport during the short period
of the year when it is available.
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It is not easy to say very much about communications or
accommodation. Such things are continually changing. Indication will be given, wherever possible, about available hotels, and
is usually given in the S.M.C. " Guides." The official publications of the S.Y.H.A. describe the Scottish Youth Hostels, list
the distances from various centres and suggest visits to places
of interest and hill climbs near the hostels.
The following are some suggestions for attractive hill walks
and traverses in the areas most easily accessible from the main
railways. There is such a complex of mountains to the northwest of the Caledonian Canal that this huge area has not been
dealt with. Communications in that area are not so easy, in
any case. It is to be hoped that English visitors who have
sampled the more accessible areas will make their own plans
for another expedition to this fascinating region of the northwestern and northern Highlands.
For the mountaineer who is in search of technically interesting, sporting and difficult climbing, whether it is rock climbing or snow and ice climbing, the last section of this article will
endeavour to provide a little guidance.
II. MOUNTAIN WALKING SOUTH OF THE GREAT GLEN.
THE ARROCHAR AREA.

Arrochar is a very good centre for hill-walking and is also
<lealt with under rock-climbing. Distances are not great and
there is both Hotel and Youth Hostel accommodation. A good
round would include Ben Narnain (direct from the head of
Loch Long), The Cobbler (2,891 ft.) and Ben I me (3,318 ft.),
very good views, with an easy descent to the Inveraray road
at the top of Glen Croe (bus back to Arrochar). From there,
on the west side, one can also climb Beinn an Lochain (3,021 ft.)
and one or two lower peaks. ' From half-way to Ardlui, there
is Ben Vorlich to the west, with an easy return walk to
Arrochar.
Ben Lomond (3,192 ft.) is climbed by an easy path from
Rowardennan, on the east side of Loch Lomond.
The Arrochar group can give good snow climbs in Winter,
especially the gullies about the Cobbler.
THE CRIANLARICH AREA.

This is a specially good area for Winter climbing (Hotel
and Youth Hostel available). Near at hand are Cruach Ardmm
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(3,428 ft.), An Caisteal and Beinn a' Chroin. A little farther
off is the range of Ben More and Stobinian (3,843 ft.) a wonderful view-point, best taken direct from Ben More Farm. Ben
More is rather a dull mountain, but may give excellent glissading' if there is good snow. This traverse can also be made en
roiite from the Monachyle Youth Hostel (8 miles from Kingshouse Platform, L.M.S.) at the head of the Balquhidder valley,
a beautiful valley in itself. On the west side of Crianlarich is
the trio of hills, Ben Lui (3,708 ft., best reached from Tyndrum), Ben Oss and Ben Dubhchaig, and so returning to Crianlarich. The great northern corrie of Lui gives a variety of
excellent, steep snow climbs in Winter and Spring.
Ben -Crimehm (3,689 ft.) is a massive mountain with many
peaks and good ridge-walking. It carries much snow in Winter
and Spring, and some fairly difficult Winter climbing is possible
on its northern side. The summit view is extensive and beautiful, owing to the surrounding peaks and lochs. Dalmally Hotel
is a little distant, but Loch Awe Hotel is pretty close, and there
is both railway and bus transport on its southern side. The
quickest approach to the main peak is by the track alongside the
Falls of Cruachan. The northern approach from Glen Noe is
impressive (Bonawe ferry from Taynuilt usually available from
the Taynuilt end, but does not officially ply across the river
Awe).
THE CALLANDER AREA.
Ben Ledi (2,875 ft.) is easily clirribed by track from the
Trossachs road (bus route). At the Trossachs the little hill
Ben A'n (1,750 ft.) gives a glorious view of Loch Katrine and
also many good short rock climbs (J.23, 134). The group of
Ben Vorlich (3,224 ft.) and Stuc a' Chroin, south of Loch Earn
can be readily done from Balquhidder Junction (L.M.S.), via
Glen Ample, from road south of Loch Earn. From Stuc a'
Chroin one can return southward and descend to the Glen
Artney-to-Callander track at Arivurichardich.
THE LOCH TAY AREA.

From Ben Lawers (3,984 ft.) Killin at the south end of
Loch Tay (hotels and Youth Hostel) is a bit distant. There is
a small hotel at Lawers, halfway along the loch. It makes a
grand long day from Lawers to traverse the horse-shoe of peaks
from east to west. Ben Lawers gives good winter climbing
and skiing. If the road is clear of snow, the easiest ascent is
from Loch na Lairig (1,600 ft.), on a rough road connecting
Loch Tay with Glen Lyon to the north. This is also a good
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approach to the Tarmachan ridge of peaks to the west. Glen
Lyon is a beautiful glen, with a fine gorge. Fearnan and
Fortingal and Kenmore hotels are good, and the Cam Mairg
range (3,418 ft.) to the north, as well as Schiehallion (3,547 ft.),
about the finest isolated view-point of Scotland, can be climbed
by cycling up the Aberfeldy Kinloch Rannoch road for several
miles above Coshieville Inn (near Fortingal).
BEN-Y-GLOE AND BEN-Y-VRACKIE.

It is worth while to spend a few days in Pitlochry and
Blair Atholl. The Falls of Tummel should be visited by Cluny
Bridge and the river crossed above them*, walking upwards
and westwards so as to enjoy the Queen's View of Loch Tummel
and Schiehallion. Ben-y-Vrackie (2,757 ft.) is perhaps a small
hill, but is a magnificent view-point, especially to the west along
the trough of Loch Rannoch and over the moor to the Glencoe
hills. The descent can be made over Craigour to Killiecrankie
Pass. Ben-y-Gloe is a big mountain with four main tops. It
makes a long day from Blair Atholl on foot, but I have heard
that accommodation is now available at Forest Lodge, eight
miles up Glen Tilt. I have usually traversed the peaks in early
October, starting with Carn Liath (3,193 ft.) from the Glen
Fender (Shinagag) Road. From the main top, Carn nan
Gabhar (3,671 ft.), it is well to descend an easy north-eastern
shoulder to the highest bridge in Glen Tilt (ten miles from
Blair Atholl). The return down this beautifully wooded valley
is just perfect in an autumn evening.
Blair Atholl is also the starting-point for various cross-hill
tracks over the Grampians; to Braemar on Deeside ma Glen
Tilt (27 miles), to Kingussie on Speyside by Bruar Lodge and
the old Minigaig sheep road (28 miles full) or to Aviemore
by Glen Tilt and Upper Glen Dee and the Lairig Ghru (over
35 miles).
THE CAIRNGORMS.
These are the ideal mountains for the long distance hillwalker, accessible from Deeside on the south or Speyside on
the north. They are ideal for collecting peaks or for traversing
passes. In midwinter the conditions may be too difficult and
the days rather short, for the Cairngorms are really a lofty
dissected plateau and they carry enormous amounts of snow.
They therefore offer wonderful skiing country in Spring.
Mobility is essential, and the following suggestions will deal
with approaches from both north and south. Hotel accommoda*The new hydro-electric scheme will probably destroy the falls.
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tion is available at Aviemore and sometimes at cottages near
Coylum Bridge or Loch an Eilein (as regards the north) and at
Braemar or Inver Inn nearer Balmoral and sometimes at
cottages either at Braemar or Inverey on Deeside. Youth
Hostels are at Aviemore and now at Braemar.
The main passes are as follows: (1) on the west flank
from White Bridge on the Dee by Glen Geldie and Glen Feshie,
an easy 1,500 ft. pass, Braemar to Kingussie (32 miles). (2) The
grandest pass, the Lairig Ghru, from Derry Lodge up Glen Lui
by crossing the Dee near Inverey, then by the Lui Beg to Glen
Dee and across the Pass (2,733 ft.) past the Pools of Dee and
down to Rothiemurchus Forest and Aviemore (27 miles from
Braemar). It may be impassable in winter owing to snowdrifts.
(3) The Lairig an Laoigh Pass from Derry Lodge, Braemar, to
Nethy Bridge (30 miles. (4) The lovely (rather private)
Slugain Glen to the Sneck between Beinn a' Bhuird and Ben
Avon, down by the Avon to Inchrory and Tomintoul. The best
of these is the Lairig Ghru, which serves as an approach to
Cairn Toul, Braeriach and Ben Macdhui. A night can be spent
at Corrour Bothy in Glen Dee, a great haunt of hikers at all
seasons of the year.
Sgoran Dubh (3,658 ft.) is easily ascended from Lagganlia
in Glen Feshie, or more picturesquely from Glen Einich
(cyclable road to Loch Einich, but bad). It is an excellent
return route along the ridge and down to beautiful Loch an
Eilein.
Braeriach and Cairn Toul (4,248 and 4,241 ft.) can both be
easily ascended from Glen Einich, the first by striking up from
the remains of the lower Bothy and the second by Coire
Dhondail. One should certainly combine the two by traversing
the lofty intervening plateau and visiting the ultimate source
of the Dee (Wells of Dee) and having a look at the grand
eastern corries, branches of the Garbh Choire, down one of
which the infant Dee plunges in a 650 foot waterfall. Return
down the Sron na Lairig slopes to the Lairig Ghru path.
B<en Mtacdhui (4,296 ft.) is perhaps best ascended from Derry
Lodge by Glen Derry and Glen Etchachan. A grand tour is to
circle the slopes above Loch Avon and continue to Cairngorm
(4,084 ft.) from which one can descend directly to Loch Morlich, or return over Cairn Lochan and the Lurcher's Crag down
to the Lairig Ghru track. At the head of Loch Avon is the
famous " Shelter Stone," a boulder cave and a somewhat
draughty bivouac place.
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